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Installing an AP 7161
The following procedures detail the installation procedure for deploying an AP 7161 access point:

Required Tools

The following is a list of the minimal tool set required to install an AP 7161:

• 8 mm socket and driver (for ground screw)

• #2 phillips screwdriver (for external hardware reset cover screw)

• Torque wrench or ratchet with 10mm, 1/2 inch and 3/4 inch sockets (for U-bolt, 1/2 inch and 3/4 inch bolts and nuts)

• Adjustable wrench (alternative for U-bolt, 1/2 inch and 3/4 inch bolts and nuts)

Mounting Bracket Options

The AP 7161 mounting hardware kit (P/N KT-147407-01) and extension arm (P/N KT-150173-01) support several options for 
installation.

The AP 7161 mounting hardware kit includes the access point, angle adapter, and pole mount bracket sections.

The access point section and the angle adapter section can be adjusted to rotate (plus or minus 15 degrees) and tilt (up to 45 
degrees) during installation to orient the unit for optimal vertical positioning.

Ancillary hardware to assemble the mounting hardware sections is included in the mounting kit.

Description Quantity

M6 serrated hex flanged screws 8

1/2 inch hex head nut 2

1/2 inch x 3/4 inch hex head bolt 2
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Assembly of the complete mounting hardware kit is shown below.

Extension Arm

When mounting an AP 7161 on poles more than 3 inches in diameter, a minimum standoff distance of twelve inches is required 
to avoid interference with the antennas. The extension arm for the mounting kit (P/N KT-150173-01) can be used alone, or when 
required, in combination with parts of the mounting hardware kit.
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Ancillary hardware to attach the extension arm to the mounting hardware kit sections is included in the extension arm kit.

Pole Mounted Installations
The mounting hardware kit and extension arm can be used in various combinations to properly install the AP 7161 on a pole. For 
poles of up to 3 inches in diameter, attach the pole mount section of the mounting hardware kit at the desired position on the 
pole using a 1/2 inch U-bolt and nuts. For poles greater than 3 inches in diameter, attach the pole mount bracket section using 
band clamps.

The U-bolt and band clamps are not included in the mounting hardware kit. 

Description Quantity

1/2 inch hex head nut 2

1/2 inch x 3/4 inch hex head bolt 2

NOTE Use of the extension arm is recommended for installations on poles greater than 3 inches in
diameter.

CAUTION Always mount the AP 7161 with the black gore vent facing down.!
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Vertical Pole Mount
Use the following procedures for vertical pole mount installations. Use of the extension arm is recommended when mounting the 
access point to poles greater than 3 inches is diameter.

For poles up to 3 inches in diameter:

1. Thread the two inner nuts onto the U-bolt. Place the U-bolt at the desired mounting location.

2. Place the pole mount bracket section on the U bolt. Adjust the inner nuts until the pole mount bracket section is against the 
pole and the U-bolt can be secured tightly to the pole. 

3. Place the angle adapter bracket section on the U-bolt with the open slot connections on the bottom and align it with the pole 
mount section.

4. Put the two outer nuts on the U-bolt to attach the angle adapter bracket section to the pole mount bracket section.

5. Tighten all nuts to 300 inch pounds (lbf-in).

6. Position the access point bracket section so that the bottom of the section with the straight (not bevel cut) sides is oriented 
toward the bottom side of the AP with the gore vent. Using a torque wrench or a ratchet and a 10mm socket, attach (but don’t 
tighten) the access point bracket section to the AP 7161 with the with four M6 hex flange screws.

7. Insert two M6 hex flange screws into the bottom holes on the sides of the access point bracket section.

8. With the access point positioned so that the gore vent is facing down, insert the two M6 hex flange screws in the bottom holes 
on the sides of the access point bracket section into the open slot connections on the bottom of the angle adapter bracket 
section.

9. Rotate the access point bracket section upward and align the top holes on the sides with the top holes on the angle adapter 
bracket section. Insert two M6 hex flange screws into the top holes on the angle adapter bracket section.

10.Use a torque wrench or a ratchet and a 10mm socket to finish attaching the access point bracket section to the angle adapter 
bracket section with the M6 hex flange screws in the open slot connections and the top holes on the angle adapter bracket 
section. Do not tighten the screws until all rotation and tilt adjustments are complete.
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11.To adjust the position of the access point, rotate the access point bracket section (plus or minus 15 degrees) and tilt the angle 
adapter bracket section (up to 45 degrees).

12.Tighten all hex flange screws to 60 inch pounds (lbf-in).

For poles greater than 3 inches in diameter:

1. Attach the pole mount bracket section at the desired mounting location using band clamps.

2. With the angle adapter bracket section positioned so that the open connector slots are on the bottom, attach the angle 
adapter bracket section to the pole mount bracket section using two 1/2 inch bolts and nuts. Tighten the nuts to 300 inch 
pounds (lbf-in).

3. Position the access point bracket section so that the bottom of the section with the straight (not bevel cut) sides is oriented 
toward the bottom side of the AP with the gore vent. Using a torque wrench or a ratchet and a 10mm socket, attach (but don’t 
tighten) the access point bracket section to the AP 7161 with the with four M6 hex flange screws.

4. Insert two M6 hex flange screws into the bottom holes on the sides of the access point bracket section.

5. With the access point positioned so that the gore vent is facing down, insert the two M6 hex flange screws in the bottom holes 
on the sides of the access point bracket section into the open slot connections on the bottom of the angle adapter bracket 
section.
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6. Rotate the access point bracket section upward and align the top holes on the sides with the top holes on the angle adapter 
bracket section. Insert two M6 hex flange screws into the top holes on the angle adapter bracket section.

7. Use a torque wrench or a ratchet and a 10mm socket to finish attaching the access point bracket section to the angle adapter 
bracket section with the M6 hex flange screws in the open slot connections and the top holes on the angle adapter bracket 
section. Do not tighten the screws until all rotation and tilt adjustments are complete.

8. To adjust the position of the access point, rotate the access point bracket section (plus or minus 15 degrees) and tilt the angle 
adapter bracket section (up to 45 degrees)

9. Tighten all hex flange screws to 60 inch pounds (lbf-in).

To use the extension armwith the mounting hardware kit:

1. Attach the pole mount section at the desired mounting location using a U-bolt or band clamps.

2. Complete the steps for assembling and positioning the mounting bracket sections for poles less than or greater than 3 inches 
outlined above.

3. Using a torque wrench or a ratchet and a 10mm socket, attach the extension arm to the access point bracket section with four 
M6 hex flange screws. Tighten the hex flange screws to 60 inch pounds (lbf-in).

4. With the access point positioned so that the gore vent is facing down, attach the extension arm to the access point with four 
M6 hex flange screws. Tighten the hex flange screws to 60 inch pounds (lbf-in).

Examples for using the extension arm alone, or with the mounting bracket kit for a pole mount installation are shown below.
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Wall Mounted Installations
For wall mounted installations, use only the access point and the angle adjust bracket sections.

The lag bolts are not included in the mounting bracket kits.

1. With the open slot connections facing down, attach the angle adjust bracket section at the desired mounting location using 
four #10/32 lag bolts.

2. Using a torque wrench or a ratchet and a 10mm socket, attach (but don’t tighten) the access point bracket section to the AP 
7161 with four M6 hex flange screws and insert two M6 hex flange screws into the bottom holes on the sides of the access 
point bracket section.

3. With the access point positioned so that the gore vent is facing down, insert the two M6 hex flange screws in the bottom holes 
on the sides of the access point bracket section into the open slot connections on the bottom of the angle adapter bracket 
section.

4. Rotate the access point bracket section upward and align the top holes on the sides with the top holes on the angle adapter 
bracket section. Insert two M6 hex flange screws into the top holes on the angle adapter bracket section.

CAUTION Always mount the AP 7161 with the black gore vent facing down.!
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5. Use a torque wrench or a ratchet and a 10mm socket to finish attaching the angle adapter bracket section to the access point 
bracket section with the four M6 hex flange screws in the open slot connections and the top holes on the angle adapter 
bracket section. Do not tighten the screws until all rotation and tilt adjustments are complete

6. To adjust the position of the access point, rotate the access point bracket section (plus or minus 15 degrees) and tilt the angle 
adapter bracket section (up to 45 degrees).

7. Tighten all hex flange screws to 60 inch pounds (lbf-in).

To use only the extension arm:

1. Using four #10/32 lag bolts, attach the extension arm at the desired mounting location.

2. Using a torque wrench or a ratchet and a 10mm socket, attach the mounting extension arm to the access point with four M6 
hex flange screws. Tighten the hex flange screws to 60 inch pounds (lbf-in).

To use the extension arm with the mounting hardware kit:

1. With the open slot connections facing down, attach the angle adjust bracket section at the desired mounting location using 
four #10/32 lag bolts.

2. Complete the steps for assembling and positioning the angle adapter and access point mounting bracket sections outlined 
above.

3. With the access point positioned so that the gore vent is facing down, attach the extension arm to the access point bracket 
section of the assembled mounting bracket already in position using four M6 hex flange screws. Tighten the hex flange 
screws to 60 inch pounds (lbf-in).

4. Using a torque wrench or a ratchet and a 10mm socket, attach the extension arm to the access point with four M6 hex flange 
screws. Tighten the hex flange screws to 60 inch pounds (lbf-in). 


